Swift River PTCA Dean’s Beans Fundraiser
Coffee Descriptions

Ahab’s Revenge:

Full Moon:

A powerful, yet sweet blend of Timor
arabica and rare Timor robusta. Beware:
contains the highest caffeine content of
any organic coffee!

A hearty, howling combination of light and dark
roasted South American and Timor beans, with a
splash of Italian Espresso Roast.

Ethiopian Oromia

Moka Sumatra

Highly rated Ethiopian Sidamo makes for
a smooth, strong, and floral roast.

Combines the dry, rich cocoa undertones of hard
bean Nicaraguan and the full body of Indonesian
Sumatran. Our bestseller, feels like silk on your
palate. Wow!

Sumatran French Roast

Aztec Two-step Decaf

From Indonesia, probably the most fullbodied coffee in the world. A deep,
earthy brew with moderate acidity and a
spicy verve. Our darkest roast, intriguing!

A delightful blend of light and dark roasted Mexican
Chiapas coffee. Smooth and nutty, with a bold finish

Birdwatcher’s Blend

Italian Espresso Roast Decaf

A smooth and nutty blend of Guatemalan
Atitlan and Mexican Chiapas shadegrown coffee

A full-bodied, but flavorful and aromatic coffee.
Central American beans in a dark roast. The best
tasting decaf in the world!

Columbian

South American Haf-Caf

A full-bodied, complex coffee bean from
the Cordillera Central near Cauca.
Colombian coffee is the standard by
which every other organic coffee is
judged.

A smooth, complex blend of Colombian and
Peruvian French Roast Decaf. All the flavor and half
the caffeine!

Mexican Chiapas

French Vanilla Kiss

A mellow, medium-bodied cup with
pleasant acidity. A great, comfortable
cup any time of day.

A breathlessly smooth blending of all-natural vanilla
flavor and medium roasted organic Central
American beans.

Thunder Mug

Hazelnut Dream

Our secret, booming brew of Timor in
Velvet with Guatemalan French and Timor
Robusta French. Full-bodied, big taste and
a bang!

Mellow organic Central American beans topped
with a rich all-natural hazelnut essence.

Order online
www.srsdeansbeans.weebly.com

